
ART 1.3.3 Conduct Tactical Convoy

Conduct tactical convoys by employing one or a combination of three 
types of column formations: open, close, and infiltration. Tactical 
convoys are combat operations in which forces and materiel are 
moved overland from one location on the battlefield to another while 
maintaining the ability to aggressively respond to enemy attempts to 
impede, disrupt, or destroy elements of the convoy. (FM 55-30) 
(CASCOM)

NO. Scale Measure
01 Yes/No Unit conducted precombat checks and inspections to 

include unit test fire of all weapons.
02 Yes/No Unit was equipped with primary and alternate 

communications.
03 Yes/No Unit had frequencies for close air support, fires, and 

medical evacuation and duress frequencies.
04 Yes/No Unit crossed start point by time specified in operation 

order.
05 Yes/No Unit reported crossing start point to higher 

headquarters.
06 Yes/No Unit had constant and uninterrupted internal and 

external communications throughout the convoy.
07 Yes/No Unit maintained 360-degree security and situational 

awareness during the convoy.
08 Yes/No Unit conducted rehearsals to react to enemy attack per 

operation order, battle drill, and standing operating 
procedures.

09 Yes/No Unit rehearsed actions to deal with noncombatants who 
attempt to pilfer for personal reasons; unit was able to 
respond passively to these disruptions.

10 Yes/No Unit identified checkpoints along the route and reported 
crossing checkpoints.

11 Yes/No Unit maintained visual contact and proper intervals 
between vehicles.

12 Yes/No Forward security element provided the convoy with 
sufficient reaction time and maneuver space to avoid or 
react to enemy contact.

13 Yes/No Unit crossed the release point by time specified in 



operation order.
14 Yes/No Unit reported arrival at release point to higher 

headquarters.
15 Yes/No Unit rehearsed special teams, actions on enemy 

contact, and improvised explosive devices to include 
medical evacuations and vehicle recovery.

16 Time To designate and position security teams throughout the 
convoy.

17 Time To designate quick reaction force, special teams for aid 
and litter, combat lifesaver, and recovery and landing 
zones.

18 Time To provide situational reports to higher headquarters.
19 Number Of types of enemy forces active within area of influence 

(convoy route).
20 Number Of enemy actions in the last 30 days (or other selected 

period).

Supporting Collective Tasks:

Task 
No.

Title Proponent Echelon

05-3-
1231

Change Formation [mounted] 05 - Engineers 
(Collective)

Platoon

07-1-
1199

Conduct Tactical Movement 07 - Infantry 
(Collective)

Battalion

44-1-
9046

Conduct Reconnaissance, Selection 
and Occupation of Position (RSOP)

44 - Air 
Defense 
(Collective)

Battalion

55-1-
0055

Plan Tactical Convoy 55 - 
Transportation 
(Collective)

Battalion

55-2-
4002

Prepare Unit for Tactical Convoy 55 - 
Transportation 
(Collective)

Company

55-2-
4003

Conduct Tactical Convoy 55 - 
Transportation 
(Collective)

Company

55-2-
4006

Defend Convoy Elements 55 - 
Transportation 

Company



(Collective)


